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STARTING UP A PROCESS
The project What if we change started a process of 
connecting people. Not just for sentimental reasons, but 
because we all know we have to learn how to act to survive as 
a human species. And we can learn a lot by listening to each 
others stories.

Together we are smart enough to make this 
earth a beautiful place again. 
We can use our creative power in many ways. Let’s choose 
the best!

Change starts in daily life
To show the roles mankind can play, What if we change 
pictures people in their daily environment, with recognizable 
patterns and dilemmas.
Instead of producing smooth reports, our reporters 
focus on the details. You have to take your time to watch 
these stories, but then you really get involved in other 
peoples lives and how they try to change for the sake of a 
sustainable planet.

In the past few months, a beautiful kaleidoscope of stories 
about ecosystem restoration projects evolved. Not only 
stories of success, but also of disappointments. We all know 
that’s life. 
It makes us aware of the complexity of change. So many 
people are involved, with so many interests. Balanced 
solutions ask for patience and empathy.

What if we change offers an exceptional view on this 
complexity.

http://www.whatifwechange.org
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EVERY DAY’S STORIES 
We all know that we have to take everything into 
consideration, but in the end it is our daily life and our 
daily needs that make us act the way we do. 
All over the world we have to deal with our short term 
interests and sustainability. But people succeed in taking 
up responsabilities! They are preserving forests, providing 
corridors for wildlife, teaching their children, convincing 
each other of the urge of the matter. 

We are creating an interactive documentary
The past few months a first source has been created for an 
interactive documentary that will provide a growing insight 
in the proces of ecosystem restoration. This continuous 
growing documentary can be seen by everyone with a 
broadband internet connection, and periodically will be 
edited into a lineair document for exposure in meetings, 
networks and (worldwide) events.

It is by the grace of the internet that we can execute this 
exceptional process of story making. The input of reporters 
as well as the public provides the multi angled scope on the 
most severe mission of ecosystem restoration.
This modern approach of informing each other finds its 
way through the website and the popular channels that 
the internet offers. The numbers give a scope on growing 
exposure in the first 7 months after the start.

We invite you all to participate in this story telling 
adventure. Start asking questions to our reporters!

http://www.whatifwechange.org
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Whatifwechange.org        
month unique visitors  visitors  pages  hits    
april 0  0  0  0    
mei 84  168  6112  16758    
juni 525  994  10271  22604    
juli 1025  1898  14434  40724    
aug 956  1715  13161  38516    
sept 1344  2435  15458  36025    
okt 2534  4528  21597  60417
nov 3034  5111  19997  61182
dec 2854  4578  15378  45493
totaal 12356  21427  116408  321719    
        

Youtube 
month views       
april 0       
mei 336       
juni 748       
juli 1367       
aug 1466       
sep 858       
okt 1279
nov 1343
dec 1965
Totaal 9168

Facebook 
Whatif  Weergaven Fans 
mei  267  42 
juni  953  49 
juli  4738  64 
aug  2975  72 
sept  3591  75 
okt  4109  98
nov  4743  117
dec  2291  125 
Totaal   23667  125  
    
        
Paul  Weergaven Fans 
mei     
juni     
juli  4379  57 
augustus 6166  72 
sept  3627  74 
okt  3920  86
nov  4051  88
dec  3321  91    
Totaal   25490  91

Merel  Weergaven Fans 
mei     
juni     
juli  4156  41 
augustus 11945  72 
sept  6448  81 
okt  10645  102
nov  11569  123
dec  3085  128 
Totaal   48006  128  
    
        
Mamadou Weergaven Fans 
mei     
juni     
juli    
augustus   
sept  448  33 
okt  849  36
nov  834  36
dec  216  37    
Totaal   2367  37  
    

Rodrigo Weergaven Fans  
mei     
juni     
juli  4650  60 
augustus 6446  83 
sept  5635  85 
okt  4327  101
nov  5459  102
dec  5727  112
Totaal   32376  112  
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